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Abstract Mutual exclusion is a fundamental distributed
coordination problem. Shared-memory mutual exclusion
research focuses on local-spin algorithms and uses the
remote memory references (RMRs) metric. Attiya, Hendler,
and Woelfel (40th STOC, 2008) established an �(log N )

lower bound on the number of RMRs incurred by processes
as they enter and exit the critical section, where N is the
number of processes in the system. This matches the upper
bound of Yang and Anderson (Distrib. Comput. 9(1):51–60,
1995). The upper and lower bounds apply for algorithms
that only use read and write operations. The lower bound
of Attiya et al., however, only holds for deterministic algo-
rithms. The question of whether randomized mutual exclu-
sion algorithms, using reads and writes only, can achieve
sub-logarithmic expected RMR complexity remained open.
We answer this question in the affirmative by presenting
starvation-free randomized mutual exclusion algorithms for
the cache coherent (CC) and the distributed shared memory
(DSM) model that have sub-logarithmic expected RMR com-
plexity against the strong adversary. More specifically, each
process incurs an expected number of O(log N/ log log N )

RMRs per passage through the entry and exit sections, while
in the worst case the number of RMRs is O(log N ).
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1 Introduction

In the mutual exclusion problem, a set of processes must coor-
dinate their access to a critical section so that, at any point
in time, at most a single process is inside the critical section.
Introduced by Dijkstra in 1965 [10], the mutual exclusion
problem is at the core of Distributed Computing and is still
the focus of intense research [2,18]. In this paper, we con-
sider mutual exclusion in the asynchronous shared-memory
model.

A natural way to measure the time complexity of algo-
rithms in this model is to count the number of shared-
memory accesses performed by processes. This measure
is problematic for mutual exclusion implementations
because, in this case, a process may perform an unbounded
number of memory accesses while busy-waiting for another
process to leave the critical section [1]. Instead, we can
measure the time complexity of an algorithm by counting
only remote memory references (RMRs), i.e., memory
accesses that traverse the processor-to-memory intercon-
nect. Local-spin algorithms, which perform busy-waiting
by repeatedly reading locally accessible shared variables,
achieve bounded RMR complexity and have practical per-
formance benefits [6]. Indeed, recent mutual exclusion
research has almost entirely focused on the RMR complex-
ity of local-spin algorithms (see [4,5,8,9,14–17] for some
examples).

Yang and Anderson presented the first O(log N ) RMRs
read/write mutual exclusion algorithm [19]. Anderson and
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Kim [3] conjectured that this was best possible. This
conjecture was recently proved by Attiya, Hendler, and
Woelfel [8]. Their lower bound, however, holds only for
deterministic algorithms since it assumes that a scheduling
adversary knows processes’ future steps. The question of
whether randomization can help break the logarithmic bar-
rier of [8] thus remained open. In this paper, we provide a
positive answer to this question.

In order to reason about randomized distributed algo-
rithms, one has to specify an adversary that models how the
system reacts to random choices made by processes. Typical
models are the oblivious, the weak, and the strong adversary.
An oblivious adversary has to make all scheduling decisions
in advance, before any process has flipped a coin. This model
corresponds to a system, where the coin flips made by pro-
cesses have no influence on the scheduling. A more realistic
model is the strong adversary, who sees every coin flip as it
appears, and can use that knowledge for any future schedul-
ing decisions. There are several variants of weak adversaries,
but generally, a weak adversary sees the coin flip of a pro-
cess not before that process has taken a step following that
coin flip. Our work focuses on the strong adversary; a more
detailed description follows in Section 1.1.

With the single exception of [16], prior art local-spin
mutual exclusion research dealt exclusively with determin-
istic algorithms. Anderson and Kim presented a simple ran-
domized variant [16] of their (deterministic) read/write adap-
tive mutual exclusion algorithm [4]. In their algorithm, if
point contention is at most k, then each process incurs only
an expected number of O(min{log k, log N }) RMRs per pas-
sage. This contrasts the author’s deterministic lower bound
of �(k). The adversary model is not discussed in the paper,
but from all we know the upper bound on the RMR com-
plexity only holds for the oblivious adversary. We know
of no other algorithms or lower bound results that affect
the RMR complexity of mutual exclusion or other prob-
lems.

Golab, Hadzilacos, Hendler, and Woelfel [13] (see also
[11]) presented a constant-RMRs read/write implementation
of compare-and-swap. Moreover, they proved that any deter-
ministic shared-memory algorithm using reads, writes, and
conditional operations (such as compare-and-swap), can be
simulated by a deterministic read/write algorithm, with only
a constant increase in the RMR complexity. The algorithms
we present use variables that support the compare-and-swap
and read operations. It follows from [13] and [11], that these
variables can be implemented from only reads and writes
while maintaining asymptotic worst-case RMR complexi-
ties. Although expected RMR complexity is not necessarily
preserved if one replaces atomic operations with linearizable
ones (see [12] for a discussion of these issues), any lineariz-
able CAS implementation with O(1) RMR complexity can
be used in our algorithm.

1.1 Model

Our computation model is an asynchronous shared memory
system where N processes communicate by executing oper-
ations on shared variables (or registers). Each process is a
sequential execution path that performs a sequence of steps,
each of which invokes a single operation on a shared variable.

The compare-and-swap operation (abbreviated CAS) is
defined as follows: v.CAS(expected, new) changes the
value of register v to new only if its value just before CAS is
applied is expected; in this case, the CAS operation returns
true and we say it is successful. Otherwise, CAS does not
change the value of v and returns false; in this case, we say
that the CAS was unsuccessful.

We consider a shared memory systems that supports
atomic read-, write-, and CAS operations. In addition, a pro-
cess p can generate random values by executing an operation
that assigns one of p’s local variables an integer chosen uni-
formly at random from an arbitrary finite set of integers.

The scheduling, generated by the adversary, can depend
on the random values generated by the processes. We assume
a strong adversary model (see for example [7]). At each point
in time t , the adversary decides which process is taking the
next step. In order to make this decision, it can take all pre-
ceding events into account, including previously generated
coin flips. Note that generating a random value x counts as
a step for the process that generates x . Hence, the adversary
sees the value of x before p can take the next step, and thus
it can decide whether p or some other process takes the next
step, immediately after x has been generated.

We consider the cache-coherent (CC) and the distributed
shared memory (DSM) models. In the DSM model, each
processor has its own segment of shared memory registers,
and the shared memory consists of segments of all proces-
sors. Any access to the segment of process p by process q
incurs a remote memory reference (RMR). In the CC model,
each processor maintains local copies of shared variables it
accesses inside its cache, whose consistency is ensured by a
coherence protocol. At any given time a variable is remote
to a processor if the corresponding cache does not contain
an up-to-date copy of the variable. We assume that a write
operation on a variable invalidates all cache-copies, and even
the writing processor has no valid cache-copy after that write
operation. A memory access to a remote variable is called a
remote memory reference (RMR). More precisely, any write-
operation incurs an RMR, and any read-operation of register r
by process p incurs an RMR, if either p has not read r before,
or if some process has written r since p’s preceding read of r .
We also assume that all CAS operations incur RMRs. Note
that these assumptions are conservative, in the sense that our
upper bounds hold for all reasonable cache-coherent models,
while on some models (e.g., with write-back caches) a better
RMR complexity may actually be achieved.
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1.2 Results

First, in Sects. 2–4 we present and analyze a starvation-free
randomized mutual exclusion algorithm for the CC model,
in which processes incur at most O(log N ) RMRs and an
expected number of O(log N/ log log N ) RMRs per passage
in every execution, even against a strong-adversary that can
schedule processes according to their execution history. Our
algorithm uses read-, write-, and CAS operations. Replacing
CAS operations by the implementations given in [11,13], we
obtain an algorithm with the same asymptotic RMR com-
plexity for shared memory systems that support only atomic
read- and write-operations. In Section 5, we show how the
algorithm can be modified for the DSM model, so that it
exhibits the same RMR complexity.

Our results are summarized by the following theorem.

Theorem 1 There exist randomized starvation-free mutual
exclusion algorithms for the CC and the DSM model, where
against the the strong adversary each process incurs an
expected number of O(log N/ log log N ) RMRs and at most
O(log N ) RMRs per passage through the entry, critical and
exit section.

The result holds vacuously, if we replace atomic CAS objects
with linearizable implementations, where each CAS oper-
ation requires at most O(1) RMRs, such as the one from
[13] and [11] (we discuss this in more detail at the end of
Sect. 4.4). This establishes a separation in terms of RMR
complexity between deterministic read/write mutual exclu-
sion algorithms and randomized ones (in the strong adversary
model). Since the lower bound of �(log N ) RMRs per pas-
sage [8] holds also for algorithms that can use conditional
operations in addition to reads and writes, this separation
applies for such algorithms, too.

2 High-level description of the algorithm

In this section, we provide a high-level overview of our
randomized mutual-exclusion algorithm. For the rest of
this paper, the number of processes sharing the imple-
mentation is N , and the processes have distinct IDs in
{1, . . . , N }. For the ease of description we assume (w.l.o.g.)
that N = ��−1 for some positive integer �. Note that
� = �(log N/ log log N ).

The arbitration tree. As in previous mutual exclusion algo-
rithms, we use an arbitration tree that processes climb up
in order to enter the critical section. But contrary to other
algorithms, our arbitration tree in not binary. Instead, it is a
complete �-ary tree of height � and with N leaves. We say
that a node is at level i if its height is i , where the root has
height one. Each inner tree node is represented by a structure

Node that includes a lock field accessed by read and CAS
operations. Each process p is associated with a unique leaf
leaf[p] in the tree.

A process p tries to enter the critical section by climbing
up the path from leaf leaf[p] to the root, and capturing the
lock of each node on the way. In order to capture the lock of
node v, a process p has to successfully change the value of
v.lock from ⊥ to its ID, using a CAS operation. If that CAS
operation fails, p starts to spin (busy-wait) on v.lock, waiting
for the lock to become free again. Once v.lock = ⊥, the pro-
cess performs another CAS operation trying to capture the
lock, and so on. If p manages to capture all locks on the path
from leaf[p] to the root, it can safely enter the critical section
(clearly only one process can own the root-lock). In the exit
section, p releases all these locks again. Note that if there
were no contention, then a process would incur only one
RMR to capture a lock and thus the total number of RMRs
per passage would be O(�) = O(log N/ log log N ).

Randomized promotion. While one attempt to capture the
lock at node v may cost only one RMR, every time the process
p attempts to capture the lock, some other process may suc-
ceed before p. We therefore add a randomized mechanism
that gives p a chance of 1/� to enter the critical section
immediately, when it fails to capture the lock C times, where
C is a sufficiently large constant. Before trying to capture the
lock at node v, process p writes its ID in a unique position in
an array apply[0 . . . �−1] (we say p applies for promotion).
That unique position is determined by the rank of the child
of v from which p ascended to v. Each time some process
q releases the lock v.lock, it first randomly chooses an index
i ∈ {0, . . . ,� − 1} and checks the array position apply[i]. If
it finds a process ID there, say p, then it tries to promote that
process (that requires some handshaking with process p and
may fail). But if that promotion is successful, q adds p to a
promotion queue promQ (access to the queue is guaranteed to
be mutually exclusive, so a sequential queue implementation
suffices). On the other hand, the promoted process, p, can
start spinning on some local variable, waiting to become the
head of the promotion queue. Just before the process q that
promoted p finishes its exit section, it notifies the head of the
promotion queue, p′, that p′ is now allowed to enter the crit-
ical section. In addition, it hands over the root lock to p′, so
that the process entering the critical section always owns that
lock. When p′ is about to finish its exit section, it will notify
the next process in the promotion queue (if there is one), and
so on. This way, all processes in the promotion queue will be
allowed to enter the critical section, and once a process has
been promoted, it performs only a constant number of RMRs
until it enters the critical section.

As already mentioned, for roughly every C attempts to
capture the lock of a node, C = O(1), a process has
one chance of being promoted, and the probability that it
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succeeds being promoted is 1/�. Hence, the number of
attempts to capture node locks is approximately geometri-
cally distributed and the expected number of such attempts
is O(�). Together with the fact that a process needs to capture
only � locks in order to enter the critical section (because
� is the height of the tree), this leads to an expected RMR
complexity of O(�).

Deterministic promotion and starvation freedom. It is pos-
sible that each time process p has a chance of being pro-
moted, the promoting process makes the “wrong” random
choice, thus it does not promote p. On the other hand, p might
repeatedly fail to capture the lock v.lock, because some other
process (possibly always the same one) manages to capture
it before p. Therefore, the algorithm described so far is not
starvation free in a strong (worst-case) sense. More precisely,
for any T , the probability that a process has not entered the
critical section after every process has taken T steps is larger
than 0 (although it converges to 0 with increasing T ). For
the same reason we cannot bound the worst-case RMR com-
plexity of the algorithm just described.

In order to obtain a bound on the worst-case RMR
complexity (which would also yield starvation freedom), pro-
cesses could switch to a different worst-case efficient algo-
rithm once they have performed too many RMRs. But this
causes two potential problems: First of all it would require
that a process can at any point estimate the number of RMRs
it has incurred. But while, for example, process p busy-waits
for the value of v.lock to switch from q back to ⊥, some other
process q may release the lock (change its value to ⊥), and
then re-capture it again before p even notices that the lock
had been released. Then p’s next read of v.lock incurs an
RMR, but p is unaware of that. Moreover, even if p could
keep track of RMRs, it would still have to be able to termi-
nate its attempt to enter the critical section in the randomized
algorithm, in order to be able to switch to the deterministic
one.

We fix these problems using a deterministic promotion
mechanism: With each node v in the arbitration tree, we
maintain a sequential modulo-� counter v.token (which will
only be increased in mutual exclusion). Each time a process
q releases a lock, it tries to find a process registered in the
array entry apply[ j] in order to promote it, in two ways: It
chooses j at random as described above. But then it does the
same for j = v.token. After that it increments v.token (mod-
ulo �). This way, while process p is busy-waiting for v.lock

to be released, if � promotions on that node happen, p will
not be left out and thus is guaranteed to be promoted. More-
over, by monitoring v.token while also spinning on v.lock,

p can roughly keep track of the number of RMRs it incurs on
v.lock, because in any time interval in which v.lock changes
often enough (but only a constant number of times), some

process must capture and release this lock, and thus increase
v.token.

Bounding the worst-case RMR complexity. With the tech-
nique from above, a process might in the worst-case still
incur �(�) RMRs on each level of the arbitration tree and
thus �(�2) = �

(
(log N/ log log N )2

)
RMRs in total. This

is worse than the O(log N ) RMR complexity of determinis-
tic mutual exclusion algorithms such as the ones by Yang
and Anderson [19] and Anderson and Kim [3]. In order
to bound the total number of RMRs a process incurs on
each level in the worst-case, we allow it to change its tac-
tic to win a lock of a node, if it has already made too many
attempts. We add a deterministic starvation-free �-process
mutual exclusion object v.MX to each node v, that can be
used by threads with IDs in {0, . . . ,� − 1}. A process can
call GetLocki(), using thread ID i ∈ {0, . . . , � − 1},
in order to enter the critical section and it can exit the
critical section using RelLocki(). (Both methods have
worst-case RMR complexity O(log �) using e.g., the mutual
exclusion implementation in [3].) An additional method
LockOwner() returns the ID of the thread that is currently
in the critical section (if any).

The idea is now the following: A process p that is try-
ing to win the lock of a node v keeps track of the number
of attempts it has made to capture that lock. If this number
exceeds �log ��, then p calls v.MX.GetLocki(), where i
is the rank of the unique child from which p ascended to
v. Once it has received the lock, it makes only two more
attempts to capture v.lock. On the other hand, a process that
is releasing the lock v.lock tries to promote one additional
process: It uses a method-call v.MX.LockOwner() to deter-
mine whether some process is in the critical section of v.MX,
and then tries to promote that process in the same way as
it promotes other processes randomly and deterministically
as described above. This way we can guarantee that when p
has finished its entry section in v.MX, it will either manage
to capture v.lock within the next two attempts, or it will be
promoted.

With this strategy, the worst-case number of RMRs needed
to capture the lock of a node or to be promoted while try-
ing to capture that lock is bounded by O(log �). Since a
process needs to capture only � nodes in order to enter the
critical section, we obtain a worst-case RMR-complexity of
O(� log �) = O(log N ).

3 Implementation

We now describe the implementation of our algorithm in
detail. See Fig. 1 for the main mutual exclusion algorithm,
and Figs. 2 and 3 for the entry and exit sections, respectively.
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Fig. 1 The randomized mutual
exclusion algorithm

Fig. 2 The entry section

Shared data. The algorithm uses a structure of type Node

to represent the nodes of the arbitration tree (see lines
1–6). Each Node object has a CAS-able field lock that pro-
cesses use to lock the node. The field MX is a �-pro-
cess mutual exclusion object that provides the functions
GetLocki(), RelLocki(), and LockOwner(). The
methods GetLocki() and RelLocki() can be accessed
by a process using thread ID i ∈ {0, . . . ,� − 1} in order
to enter and exit the critical section. In addition, we add a
method LockOwner() that returns the ID of the process in
the critical section, if there is one, or ⊥, if there is no such pro-
cess. It is obvious how to implement these methods using a
mutual exclusion algorithm, as for example the one proposed
by Yang and Anderson [19] or by Anderson and Kim [3]

such that GetLocki() and RelLocki() have worst-case
RMR-complexity O(log �), and LockOwner() has con-
stant RMR-complexity. In addition, the Node object has as
fields an array apply of � CAS-able registers that processes
use to “apply for promotion”, and an integer token that is used
as a pointer in that array.

The arbitration tree is given by a statically allocated set
of shared Node objects. The root is stored in the shared
Node object root, and the N leaves are stored in an array
leaf[0 . . . N − 1]. For a Node v, The function parent(v)
returns the parent of v, or ⊥ if v = root.

Processes have sequential access to a queue promQ to keep
track of promoted processes. Since the queue implementa-
tion is not concurrent, the queue operations promQ.Enq()
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Fig. 3 The exit section

and promQ.Deq() can easily be implemented with O(1)

step-complexity. Finally, a shared array notified of CAS-able
registers allows us to implement a notification mechanism
for promoted processes.

The entry section. The entry section of process p is
described by the function Entryp() (lines 18–43). Process
p begins in line 18 by resetting the array entry notified[p],
which can then later be used by some other process to notify
p of its promotion. It then determines the leaf v = leaf[p],
from where it starts its ascent to the root (line 19).

In the �-th iteration of the outer entry loop (lines 20–43),
process p tries to capture the lock of the (�+ 1)-th vertex on
the path from leaf leaf[p] to the root. Process p first deter-
mines the rank i of its current node v among all the children
of the parent of v, and then ascends to that parent (lines 21
and 22). It then applies for promotion at node v by writing its
ID to the entry of v.apply[i] (line 23), where i is the rank of
the child (among all children of v) from which p ascended
to v. (Although, here it would be fine to update v.apply[i]
with a write operation, we use a CAS operation instead in
order to allow the algorithm to work even with non-writable
CAS objects.) Process p then executes the inner entry loop,
lines 25–39, until it either captures the lock of node v, or gets
promoted. The counter ctr (initialized to 0 in line 24) is used
to keep track of the number of iterations of the inner entry
loop that were performed. In each iteration of the inner entry
loop, p first increases that counter and then checks whether
it has executed too many (i.e., �log ��) iterations of the inner
entry loop (lines 26 and 27).

First assume that this is not the case. Then p proceeds
to line 34, where it tries to capture v’s lock by switching
the value of v.lock from ⊥ to p, using a CAS operation. If
the CAS operation fails, p reads the current value of v.token

into tok, and then starts to busy-wait until one of the val-
ues of v.token or v.apply[i] changes, or until the lock v.lock

gets released (lines 35–36). The value of v.apply[i] can only
change if some other process, say q, promotes p by resetting
the value of apply[i] back to ⊥; in this case p can finish its
inner entry loop. If v.lock gets released, then p should start
a new iteration of the inner entry loop in which it can try to
capture the lock again. A change of v.token also indicates
that p should start another iteration: The reason is that this
way the value of p’s local variable ctr will reflect (asymp-
totically) the number of RMRs p has incurred. Once one of
these values changes, or if p managed to capture the lock of
node v, p will proceed with line 39, where the inner entry
loop ends. (The if-statement in line 38 will evaluate to false.)
If p owns v.lock at this point, or if p has been promoted, it
can terminate its inner entry loop; otherwise it repeats it.

Now consider the case that ctr > �log �� when p exe-
cutes line 27. In this case, p has not succeeded in capturing
the lock of node v sufficiently many times. We say p becomes
desperate. Process p proceeds to line 28 and tries to with-
draw its application for promotion, by swapping the value
of apply[i] back to ⊥ using a CAS operation. This opera-
tion may fail, if some other process has promoted p in the
meantime. In that case, p can continue its inner entry loop
as usual (but it will not attempt another iteration). Other-
wise, p proceeds to line 29, where it participates in a �-pro-
cess mutual exclusion algorithm on object v.MX, using thread
ID i . Once p is in the critical section of that object, it can
re-apply for promotion (line 30). (It is necessary to withdraw
the application in the first place in order to avoid situations,
in which a process in the critical section of v.MX and another
processes that gets promoted while in the entry section of
v.MX block each other.) Then, in line 31, process p waits
until either v.lock is free or until it has been promoted. Once
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one of these two events occur, p continues to try capturing
the lock in line 34, as described previously. The main idea is
that if some process q releases the lock v.lock while p is in
the critical section of v.MX, then q will promote p. Hence, if
p is desperate and fails to capture the lock in line 34, then it
will be guaranteed that by the time p has finished waiting in
line 36, it will have been promoted.

Finally, we discuss the remaining part of the outer entry
loop, lines 40–43. If p’s execution reaches this part of the
code, then it either has been promoted or it has captured the
lock of node v. Process p tries to withdraw its application
for promotion in line 40, and, if that succeeds, it knows that
it hasn’t been promoted. If v = root, then p has captured
the root-lock and it can finish the outer entry loop in line
43. Otherwise, it starts its next iteration of that loop, contin-
uing its ascent in the arbitration tree. If the CAS operation
in line 40 fails, however, then p has been promoted. It will
be guaranteed that p has been added to promQ. The process
preceding p in the queue (or, in case p is enqueued to the
front, the process enqueuing p), will notify p in the course
of performing its exit section by changing notified[p] to true.
Therefore, in line 41 p waits until the register notified[p] is
set. Once this happens, p can enter the critical section.

The exit section. A process p in the exit section fulfills
several tasks:

1. Process p releases all the node-locks it has captured.
2. Before p releases the lock of a node v, it tries to promote

(randomly and deterministically) some of the processes
that may have incurred RMRs while trying to capture
v.lock.

3. If there is a process in the promotion queue, promQ, then
p notifies the frontmost process, q, to enter the critical
section. After that, p hands over the root-lock to q to
ensure that this is always owned by the process in the
critical section.

In the for-loop (lines 44–56), process p considers each
node on the path from leaf[p] to the root, for which it holds
a lock. For each such node v, in lines 45–46 p reads the
current value of v.token and the thread ID of the process
in the critical section of v.MX, if there is any (otherwise
v.MX.LockOwner() returns ⊥). It then samples a value
uniformly at random from {0, . . . ,� − 1} (line 47). In the
for-loop of lines 48–53, p then tries to promote the process
that has applied for promotion by writing its ID to apply[ j],
where j takes the value of the token, the value of the pro-
cess in the critical section of v.MX, and the randomly chosen
value.

Such a promotion attempt is executed by first reading the
ID q of the promotion applicant from apply[ j] (line 49).
If that value is not ⊥, p tries to swap the value back to ⊥

using the CAS operation in line 50. If that fails, the appli-
cant q has already withdrawn its application (possibly it won
the lock of the node v in the meantime) and so p’s attempt
to promote the process fails. Otherwise, p executes line 51
and enqueues process q into the promotion queue promQ.
The code of the entry section ensures that when q tries to
withdraw its application for promotion the next time, q will
notice that it has been promoted.

After the (successful or unsuccessful) promotion attempts,
p increases the value of token modulo � (line 54). Finally,
in line 55, it releases the lock of node v, unless v is the root
of the arbitration tree.

It cannot release the root-lock, yet, because it has to
make sure that processes in the promotion queue are allowed
to enter the critical section, first. Therefore, p first checks
whether the promotion queue is empty, and only if that’s the
case, it releases the root-lock (lines 57–58). If the queue is
not empty, then p removes the first process q from promQ

(line 60), and hands over the root-lock to q (line 61). Then,
in line 62, it notifies q so that q can enter the critical sec-
tion. Note that the mechanism of handing over the root-lock
ensures that a process entering the critical section is always
the owner of that lock, and mutual exclusion follows from
this property.

4 Analysis and correctness

In this section, we formally prove correctness (safety and
starvation freedom) of our algorithm for the CC model, and
analyze its RMR complexity. We start by defining some nota-
tion and terminology.

The repeat-until loop starting at line 20 and ending at line
43 is called outer entry loop, and the one starting at line 25
and ending at line 39 is called inner entry loop.

We say process p is registered at node u, whenever it
executes the function Entryp() and its local variable v

has value u. The process owns the lock of node u, when
u.lock = p. It can capture the lock only by successfully
executing the CAS operation in line 34 while registered at
node u. It can cease to own the lock either by releasing it or
by handing it over to some other process. The process can
release it by executing the CAS operation in line 55 while
the variable v has value u, or in line 58 (if u = root). It can
hand it over to some other process q, by executing the CAS
operation in line 61.

A process p can apply for promotion at a node u by set-
ting a value u.apply[i] to p. It can withdraw that application
by resetting the value u.apply[i] to ⊥. We say that process p
gets promoted, when some other process r �= p changes the
value of u.apply[i] from p to ⊥ for some node u and some
integer i (this can only happen when r sucessfully executes
the CAS operation in line 50). We say that a process r notifies
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p of its promotion, when r changes the value of notified[p]
to true (this can only happen when r executes line 62).
A process p is desperate whenever its local variable ctr has
a value larger than �log ��.

4.1 Structural properties

We first prove some properties that describe the state of the
shared and local variables of a process in certain situations.
The following two claims state that in each iteration of the
inner entry loop, a process ascends one level in the tree, and
describe the application mechanism that processes follow.

Claim 1 Suppose process p has executed line 22 k times
during one call of Entryp() that has not yet terminated.
Then its local variable v is the (k + 1)-th node on the path
from leaf[p] to the root.

Proof In the functionEntryp(), the value of v is only mod-
ified in line 19 and line 22. Thus, the claim follows immedi-
ately from the structure of the outer entry loop. �	
Claim 2 When u.apply[ j] = q �= ⊥ for some integer j and
some node u, then

(a) q is the last process that changed the value of
u.apply[ j],

(b) q is registered at node u,
(c) the next operation q will execute is in lines 24–28 or

31–40.

Proof Part (a) follows immediately from lines 23 and 30, the
only places in which u.apply[ j] can be changed to a non-⊥
value. For (c) note that when p finished executing line 28 or
line 40, by the semantics of the CAS operation, u.apply[ j] �=
q. Now (b) follows from the fact that once q has executed
the CAS operation in 23 or 30 successfully, it is registered
at node u and it can only cease to be registered at node u by
finishing its entry section or by starting another iteration of
the outer entry loop. According to (c), by that time u.apply[ j]
must have already changed to a non-q value. �	

In the following claim, we establish some straightforward
properties of the node locks.

Claim 3 (a) The owner of a node lock changes only if the
node lock is captured, released, or handed over, and
only node locks that have no owner can be captured.

(b) A process p can only cease to own a lock by executing
a CAS operation in its exit section.

(c) During an execution of Exitp(), p ceases to own
all non-root locks it owns on the path from parent
(leaf[p]) to the root.

(d) Whenever process p executes line 43, either notified

[p] = true, or p owns v.lock.

(e) If process p is registered at node v while starting an
iteration of the outer entry loop (i.e., while executing
line 20), then it owns exactly the locks of all vertices
on the path from parent(leaf[p]) to v.

Proof (a): It is obvious from the four CAS operations in
lines 34, 55, 58, and 61, which are the only operations
of the algorithm that affect the value of v.lock for any
node v.

(b): Note that in order to cease to own a node-lock of ver-
tex u a CAS(p, ·)-method call must be executed for the
object u.lock. This can only happen in p’s exit-section.

(c): For each non-root node v on the path from leaf[p] to
the root for which p owns the lock, p executes line 55,
which releases the lock. The root-lock is either released
in line 58 or handed over to some other process in line
61.

(d): Assume notified[p] = false and v.lock �= p when p
executes line 43. At the point when process p finished
its inner entry loop either v.apply[i] �= p or it had cap-
tured the lock of v. In the latter case, by Claim 3 (b) p
does not release the lock until its call of Entryp()
terminates, so v.lock = p when p executes line 43.
So assume v.apply[i] �= p when process p finished the
inner entry loop. By Claim 2 (a) no other process can
change the value of v.apply[i] to p, so v.apply[i] �= p
when p executed the CAS operation in line 40. There-
fore, that CAS operation failed, and thus p did not
finish line 41 until notified[p] = true. But notified[p]
cannot be reset to false during the entire algorithm,
which contradicts the assumption.

(e): Clearly, p can only capture a lock of a node if it is reg-
istered at that node, and by Claim 1, p can only have
captured the locks on the path from parent(leaf[p])
to v. By part (c), during a call of Exitp(), the pro-
cess ceases to own each lock it previously owned on
that path. Therefore, it suffices to show that the claim
is true for the first call of Entryp() by process p.

We prove that p has captured all the locks on the path,
when it starts a new iteration of the outer entry loop. If v =
leaf[p], then p cannot have captured any locks, yet, so the
claim is true. Now suppose p starts a new iteration at a point
in time when v �= leaf[p]. Consider the point in time at which
it executed line 43 previously. Since p started a new iteration
of the outer entry loop, v �= root and notified[p] = false at
that point. Thus, by part (d), p owned v.lock, and by part (b)
it cannot have ceased to own it since. �	

4.2 Mutual exclusion and correct access of objects

We now prove the safety property of our algorithm. More-
over, the part of the exit section in which the shared objects
u.token and promQ are accessed can only be executed by one
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Randomized mutual exclusion with sub-logarithmic RMR-complexity 11

process at a time. This guarantees that these objects are only
accessed sequentially. Finally, we show that access to the
mutual exclusion objects u.MX is correct.

The following statement shows that no two processes can
act on the same node u while their local variables i have the
same value. This is important to ensure that there is no con-
current access of u.apply[ j], or the mutual exclusion object
u.MX by processes using the same thread ID j .

Claim 4 Suppose two distinct processes p and q are regis-
tered at the same node u. Then their local variables i have
different values.

Proof For the purpose of a contradiction assume p and q are
both registered at u and that both their local variables i have
value j . Let u′ be the j-th child of u. If u′ is a leaf, then by
Claim 1, u′ = leaf[p] = leaf[q], which contradicts p �= q.
If u′ is an inner node, then according to Claim 3 (e), both
processes own the lock of u′—a contradiction. �	

The next claim establishes the safety of our algorithm.

Claim 5 At any point in time at which process p has finished
its Entryp()-function, and not yet executed either line 58
or line 61, it owns the root-lock.

Proof Clearly, the claim is true at the beginning of any exe-
cution. By Claim 3 (b), p can only cease to own the root-lock
by executing either line 58 or line 61. Hence, it suffices to
show that each process owns the root-lock at the point of the
response of its Entryp() call.

For the purpose of a contradiction, suppose t is the first
time at which the Entryp() call of some process p ter-
minates, but p does not own the root-lock at time t . By the
semantics of line 43, if notified[p] = false at time t , then
v = root and thus by Claim 3 (d) p owns the root-lock. Hence,
assume notified[p] = true at time t . Then some other pro-
cess q must have set notified[p] to true at some time t ′ < t
by executing line 62. Hence, q previously executed the CAS
operation in line 61 in which it handed over the root-lock to
p (by the definition of t, q owned the root-lock at that point
in time.) By Claim 3 (b), p cannot cease to own the lock until
time t . �	

Clearly, only one process can own the root-lock at any
point in time. Therefore, from Claim 5 we immediately obtain
the following.

Corollary 1 Algorithm 1 satisfies mutual exclusion.

This guarantees that access to the queue promQ occurs only
sequentially, and that v.token is in fact incremented in line 54
(modulo �). We summarize this in the following corollary.
In addition, we establish that access to the mutual exclusion
object u.MX is “correct”.

Corollary 2 (a) When a process writes v.token in line 54,
it increments that register by one, modulo �.

(b) A process only accesses the queue promQ in mutual
exclusion, and when it owns the root-lock.

(c) For each node u and each integer j ∈ {0, . . . ,� − 1},
at any point in time there is at most one process
that has called u.MX.GetLock j() and not finished
u.MX.RelLock j().

(d) Calls of u.MX.GetLock j() and u.MX.RelLock j()
occur in order.

Proof Part (a) follows immediately from the structure of the
for-loop in Exitp() together with Claim 3 (b) and the fact
that u.token can only be changed in line 54 before a pro-
cess has released u.lock. Part (b) follows immediately from
Claim 5 and the structure of Exitp(). For part (d) note that
every process that executes u.MX.GetLock j() later exe-
cutes line 38, where the if-statement evaluates positive, and
the process thus calls u.MX.RelLock j(). Part (c) follows
immediately from Claim 4 and part (d). �	

4.3 Worst-case RMR complexity

In this section we bound the number of RMRs process p
incurs while executing Entryp() and Exitp(). For the
exit-section an O(�) RMRs upper bound is obvious from
the for-loop. For the entry-section, we first establish that pro-
cesses incur only a constant number of RMRs while execut-
ing one of the await-statements. From this we conclude that
in each iteration of the inner entry loop (except when p is
desperate), p incurs only O(1) RMRs. On the other hand,
after at most �log �� iterations, p becomes desperate. We
show that once desperate, p does not start another iteration
of the inner entry loop. Moreover, in the iteration where p
is desperate it incurs only O(log �) RMRs. From all this
we can conclude that while trying to win the lock of a node
u, process p incurs at most O(log �) = O(log N ) RMRs
until it succeeds or gets promoted. Once promoted, p incurs
only O(1) RMRs until it enters the critical section. Hence,
the worst-case is that p has to win all locks on the path from
its leaf to the root. This costs O(� · log �) RMRs, which is
O(log N ).

For the remainder of this section we fix an arbitrary pro-
cess p. The following claim is helpful to show that p incurs
only O(1) RMRs while busy-waiting due to one of the await-
statements in its entry-section.

Claim 6 Let k ∈ N, u an arbitrary node and T a time inter-
val. If one of u.lock or u.token is modified at least three times
during T , then during T some process executes at least once
lines 45–55, while its local variable v has value u.

Proof First assume that u.lock is modified at least three times.
By Claim 3 (a), during T some process q becomes the owner
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of u.lock and ceases to be the owner of u.lock. Since q
has to own the root-lock when it starts executing Exitq()
(Claim 5), and it can only cease to own the lock during a
CAS operation in Exitq(), see Claim 3 (b), q starts exe-
cuting Exitq() at some point in time during T and while
it is the owner of u.lock. Thus, in order to release u.lock, pro-
cess q has to execute at least one complete iteration from
line 45 to line 55 of the for-loop while its local variable v has
value u.

Now assume that u.token is modified at least three times
during T . This implies that line 54 is executed at least three
times by three (not necessarily distinct) processes p1, p2, p3,
while their local variables v have value u. Since at most one
process’ execution can be between line 44 and line 55 at a
time (Claims 3 (b) and 5), it follows that p2 executes a com-
plete iteration of the for-loop for v = u during T . �	
Claim 7 While busy-waiting (in line 31, line 36, or line 41),
process p incurs at most a constant number of RMRs.

Proof First consider the case that p is busy-waiting in line 41.
Process p is the only one that can change notified[p] to false.
Hence, when reading notified[p] in line 41 causes an RMR,
then some other process must have changed notified[p] to
true, and notified[p] cannot be changed again until p is done
busy-waiting.

Now consider the case that p is busy-waiting in line 31 or
in line 36. Let u be the node at which p is registered while
busy-waiting and let k be the value of p’s local variable i .
Each RMR by p while p is busy-waiting is due to some other
process modifying either the value of u.lock, u.apply[k], or
u.token. If some other process changes u.apply[k], then by
Claim 2 (a) u.apply[k] �= p until p reads u.apply[k] again
and thus stops busy-waiting. Therefore we only have to count
RMRs of p on u.lock and u.token.

For the purpose of a contradiction assume that p incurs at
least 13 such RMRs while busy-waiting and before u.apply[k]
changes for the first time. Let T be the time interval that starts
when p begins busy-waiting and that ends when p incurs the
13th RMR (on u.lock or u.token).

First, assume that p is busy-waiting in line 31. Then p
has previously executed line 29. Since it used thread ID k
when calling u.MX.GetLockk() in line 29, the lock u.MX

is “owned” by k. By the assumption that during T process
p incurs 13 RMRs on u.lock, trivially u.lock must be modi-
fied at least 13 times. Then by Claim 6, during T some other
process, say q, executes at least lines 45–55 while its local
variable v has value u. During that iteration of the for-loop,
q receives the value k when it calls u.MX.LockOwner() in
line 46, and then, in line 50, resets u.apply[k] from p to ⊥.
Since all this happens during T , this contradicts the assump-
tion that u.apply[k] remains unchanged during T .

Now assume that p is busy-waiting in line 36. If p incurs
a total of 13 RMRs on u.lock and u.token, then it incurs

either at least 12 RMRs on u.lock or at least two RMRs
on u.token. First, suppose p incurs at least two RMRs on
u.token. Note that u.token can only change if some process
executes line 54. Let tok be the value p read in line 35.
If one of p’s reads of u.token that causes an RMR returns
a value different from tok, then p is done busy waiting. So
suppose that each of these read operations return the same
value. Since u.token changes between the read operations
(otherwise they wouldn’t incur RMRs), by the semantics of
line 54, u.token takes each value in {0, . . . , � − 1} at least
twice during T . Therefore, during T , at least once the value
of u.token changes from (k − 1) mod � to k and later to
(k +1) mod �. Thus, during T some process p′ receives the
value tok = k when it reads u.token in line 45 and later exe-
cutes line 54. Therefore, during T process p′ executes line
50 while its local variable v has value u and j = tok = k.
By the assumption that p is busy-waiting in line 36 and that
u.apply[k] does not change during T, u.apply[k] = p when
this happens. Hence, p′ changes the value of that register
to ⊥, contradicting the assumption that u.apply[k] does not
change during T .

Finally, suppose during T there are 12 RMRs incurred by
p due to changes of u.lock. Partition T into four disjoint time
intervals T1, . . . , T4, such that during T�, 1 ≤ � ≤ 4, exactly
three RMRs occur on u.lock. Consider a time interval T�, � ∈
{1, 3}. By Claim 6, some process executes line 54 during T�

and thus changes u.token. When p reads u.token the next time,
that read operation incurs an RMR. Clearly, p reads u.token at
least once during each time interval T�′ , 1 ≤ �′ ≤ 4. Hence,
either in T� or in T�+1 process p’s read of u.token incurs an
RMR. Therefore, during T1 ∪ · · · ∪ T4 = T , there are at least
two RMRs incurred by changes to u.token. As argued above
this contradicts the assumptions. �	

In the following claim we show that once p becomes des-
perate it finishes its entry section without starting another
iteration of the inner entry loop.

Claim 8 If p is desperate at the point in time when it finishes
an iteration of the inner entry loop while registered at node u,
then it has captured u.lock or it has been promoted.

Proof Suppose p becomes desperate (in line 26) and after
that finishes the inner entry loop without capturing u.lock and
without being promoted. Then p’s CAS operation in line 28
succeeds, and p’s execution will eventually reach line 31.
When p stops busy-waiting in line 31, u.lock = ⊥. Let t1 be
that point in time.

By the assumptions, the CAS operation p executes in line
34 at some time t2 fails and p’s execution will eventually
reach line 36. Let t3 be the point in time when p finishes
busy-waiting there. Let k be the value of p’s local variable
i during [t1, t3]. Note that u.MX is “owned” by k throughout
[t1, t3], because p called u.MX.GetLockk() when it exe-
cuted line 29 before t1.
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Some process p′ must have captured u.lock at some point
in time t ∈ (t1, t2] as otherwise p would have captured it
itself when executing line 34 (recall that no process owned
the lock at time t1). When p finishes busy-waiting at time
t3, p′ must have released the lock or changed the value of
u.token. Before that and after t , process p′ executes line 50
for v = u and j = k. Thus, p′ promotes p at some point in
time in [t1, t3]—a contradiction. �	

We can now bound the number of RMRs a process incurs
while executing an iteration of the inner entry loop.

Claim 9 Consider an arbitrary iteration of the inner entry
loop executed by process p. If p is not desperate, then it per-
forms O(1) RMRs during the iteration, otherwise it performs
O(log �) RMRs.

Proof In every line of the algorithm, except for lines 29
and 38, p can incur at most O(1) RMRs. (For the await-
operations, this follows from Claim 7.) Hence, when p is not
desperate during the iteration, it performs only O(1) RMRs,
because it has to execute only O(1) such lines of code.

If p is desperate, it also calls v.MX.Entryi() and
v.MX.Exiti(), besides executing O(1) other lines of code.
The RMR-complexity of each of these two method calls is
O(log �), so the claim follows. �	

From the previous claims we get immediately that the total
number of RMRs incurred by a process is roughly propor-
tional to the total number of iterations of the inner entry loops
it executed.

Claim 10 If during its Entryp() method-call, process p
executes in total k iterations of the inner entry loop, then it
incurs O(k) RMRs.

Proof During one complete iteration of the outer entry loop,
process p executes at least one iteration of the inner entry
loop, and outside that at most O(1) RMRs. Therefore, it suf-
fices to restrict ourselves to one iteration of the outer entry
loop, and to show that if during that p executes � iterations
of the inner entry loop, then it incurs at most O(�) RMRs.

If � ≤ �log ��, then p is not desperate during the � itera-
tions and thus by Claim 9 incurs at most O(�) RMRs in total.
If � = �log ��+ 1, then in the �-th iteration p becomes des-
perate. In the first �−1 iterations it incurs a total of O(log �)

RMRs and in the �-th iterations it incurs O(log �) RMRs
(by Claim 9). By Claim 8, p will not start another iteration
once it becomes desperate, and therefore, � ≤ �log �� + 1.
Therefore, in this case the total number of RMRs during the
iteration of the outer entry loop is O(log �) = O(�). �	
Claim 11 Each process p performs at most O(�) steps dur-
ing Exitp().

Proof The claim follows immediately from the fact that the
height of the tree is �. �	

Claims 8, 10, and 11 immediately yield the main result of
this section.

Lemma 1 Each process p incurs at most O(�·log �) RMRs
during its execution of Entryp() and Exitp().

Proof For Exitp() the statement follows immediately
from Claim 11. Now consider Entryp(). By Claim 8, p
executes at most �log ��+1 iterations of the inner entry loop
during one iteration of the outer entry loop. There are � nodes
on the path from leaf[p] to the root, and so p executes at most
� iterations of the outer entry loop. Hence, the total number
of iterations of the inner entry loop is � · (�log �� + 1), and
therefore the result follows from Claim 10. �	

4.4 Expected RMR complexity

We now bound the expected number of RMRs a process p
incurs. First, we will see that once p gets promoted it will
not execute any other iteration of the inner entry loop, and
thus not asymptotically increase the RMR complexity.

Claim 12 Once process p gets promoted it will not execute
another iteration of the inner entry loop during its current
Entryp() method-call. Instead, its execution will reach
line 41 within a constant number of steps.

Proof Let r be the process that promotes p (by executing
line 50), i.e., r successfully executes u.apply[ j].CAS(p,⊥)

for some node u and some index j . Immediately before that
CAS operation, u.apply[ j] = p, and thus by Claim 2 (b),(c)
process p is registered at node u and its next operation is in
lines 24–28 or 31–40.

If p’s next operation is in line 24–28, then p’s CAS oper-
ation in line 28 will fail. Thus, p’s execution will reach line
34 within a constant number of steps, and without executing
line 30. Therefore, assume that p’s next operation is in one
of lines 31–40. Then p cannot set u.apply[ j] back to p in
the current iteration of the outer entry loop, as the only place
where this could happen is line 30. Hence, p will not wait
(or continue to wait) in one of the await-operations, and it
will also exit the inner entry loop. Eventually, after a con-
stant number of steps, p will execute line 40, and the CAS
operation therein fails. Therefore, p’s execution reaches line
41 within a constant number of steps, and without executing
another iteration of the inner entry loop. �	

Now consider a situation in which a process applies for
promotion (i.e., u.apply[k] = p for some node u and some
index k) while it is not desperate or about to become desper-
ate (i.e., its local variable ctr has value less than �log ��).
In the claim below we show that if at that time some other
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process chooses k as its random value j ′ in line 47, then
p will get promoted before it can execute another complete
iteration of the inner entry loop.

We say that process p participates in a promotion lottery
at time t , if there is a process q and a node u, such that at
time t ,

1. process q executes line 47,
2. q’s local variable v has value u, and
3. u.apply[k] = p for some 0 ≤ k < � (i.e., p is registered

at node u and p’s application for promotion is pending).

We say that p wins a promotion lottery at time t , if at that
point some process q executes line 47 and chooses the value
j ′, such that the value of u.apply[ j ′] is p.

Claim 13 Let t be some point in time at which p is not
desperate and wins a promotion lottery. Then p will either
get promoted or become desperate before it can execute a
complete iteration of the inner entry loop.

Proof For the purpose of a contradiction assume that in a
time interval T , starting at time t, p executes a complete
iteration of the inner entry loop without being promoted or
becoming desperate.

Since p has to participate in a promotion lottery, in order to
win it, at time t some process q executes line 47, choosing the
random value j ′ = k, while its local variable v has value u.
Therefore, q owns the lock u.lock at time t . Moreover, p can
only win the promotion lottery if u.apply[k] = p at time t .
This requires that p is registered at node u (Claim 2 (b)).

Now let t ′ ≥ t be the point in time when q executes line 50
for j = k. Then obviously q owns u.lock throughout [t, t ′].
We consider the cases, t ′ ∈ T and t ′ �∈ T .

First assume t ′ ∈ T . By the assumption that p doesn’t get
promoted during T ⊇ [t, t ′], p must withdraw its applica-
tion in the time interval [t, t ′). Since p is not desperate at any
point in time during T , it can only withdraw its application
in line 40 (and not in line 28). Moreover, this must happen
while p is still registered at node u. But then at some point
before t ′, p executes line 39 while registered at node u, and
at that point it must own the lock of node u in order to be
able to leave the inner entry loop. But then p will not cease to
own the lock throughout T (Claim 3 (b)), which contradicts
that q owns it throughout [t, t ′].

Now consider the case t ′ �∈ T , i.e., t ′ occurs after T .
Then q owns u.lock throughout T . By the assumption that
p executes a complete iteration of the inner entry loop dur-
ing T , at some point during that interval it executes line 34,
the CAS therein fails (because q owns u.lock), and then at
point t∗ ∈ T, p’s execution reaches line 36. Since p doesn’t
get promoted during T , it can only stop busy-waiting there,
when u.token changes or when q releases u.lock. Neither of

that happens before t ′, and thus not during T , either. Hence,
p cannot complete its iteration of the inner entry loop. �	

As a consequence of this claim, whenever process p par-
ticipates in a promotion lottery, it has a 1/� chance of getting
promoted and thus finishing the entry section within a con-
stant number of RMRs. It is important that the point of the
promotion lottery is when j ′ is being chosen at random. The
claim says that if a promotion lottery happens, and if the out-
come is such that p wins the lottery, then even the strong
adversary cannot prevent p from being promoted.

In the following we show that if the adversary lets p exe-
cute six consecutive iterations of the inner entry loop, then
it cannot avoid that p participates in at least one promotion
lottery. Hence, the adversary must either ensure that p wins
each node lock early, or it risks that p wins a promotion
lottery and consequently gets promoted.

Claim 14 Let T be a time interval throughout which p is
registered at node u and p is not desperate. If during T, p
executes at least six complete iterations of the inner entry
loop, then there is a point t ∈ T such that p participates in a
promotion lottery at time t .

Proof For the purpose of contradiction assume that p does
not participate in a promotion lottery during T . Consider a
time interval T ′ ⊆ T during which p completes five itera-
tions of the inner entry loop, and after which it starts a sixth
iteration. Then during T ′, p does not capture u.lock, and by
Claim 12, p does not get promoted. Hence, u.apply[k] = p
throughout T ′ (recall that p is not desperate).

During T ′, p finishes line 36 at least 5 times. But p can
only finish that line, when v.lock changed to ⊥ after p exe-
cuted line 34, or when v.token changed after p executed line
35. Therefore, during T ′ at least one of u.lock and u.token

changes 3 times or more. By Claim 6, during T ′ some other
process q executes lines 45–55, while its local variable v has
value u. Therefore, there is a point in time t ∈ T ′ ⊆ T , at
which process q executes line 47, and at which q’s local var-
iable v has value u. Since u.apply[k] = p, p participates in
a promotion lottery at time t . �	
Lemma 2 The expected number of RMRs incurred by pro-
cess p during a call of Entryp() and Exitp() is O(�).

Proof Let α be the path from leaf[p] to the root of the arbitra-
tion tree. By Claim 11, p incurs at most O(�) RMRs during
Exitp(). We prove that p executes an expected number
of O(�) iterations of the inner entry loop during its call of
Entryp(). The lemma then follows from Claim 10.

Let Xu be the number of iterations of the inner entry loop
that p executes while it is registered at node u ∈ α. Only in
the last of the Xu iterations p can become desperate or get
promoted (by Claim 12). Thus, by Claim 14, p participates
in at least �(Xu −2)/6� promotion lotteries, while registered
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at node u and while its local variable ctr has a value less than
�log ��. Hence, in total, p participates in at least1

Y : =
∑

u∈α

�(Xu − 2)/6� ≥
∑

u∈α

(Xu/6 − 2)

= −2� + 1

6
·
∑

u∈α

Xu (1)

promotion lotteries, each one happening in a different itera-
tion of p’s inner entry loop and while p’s local variable ctr
satisfies ctr ≤ �log �� − 1. Then p does not win the first
Y − 2 out these Y lotteries: Once it wins a promotion lot-
tery while ctr ≤ �log �� − 1, by Claim 13 it gets promoted
no later than during its following iteration of the inner entry
loop (note that due to the ctr value, it is not desperate during
that iteration), and by Claim 12 it does not execute any more
iterations after that.

The probability that p wins a promotion lottery in which it
participates is 1/�, and the events are independent for each
promotion lottery. Thus, Prob(Y > k) ≤ (1 − 1/�)k and so
Y has expectation

E[Y ] =
∑

k≥0

Prob(Y > k) ≤
∑

k≥0

(1 − 1/�)k = �. (2)

We conclude from (1) and (2) that the total number of itera-
tions of the inner entry loops performed by p has expectation

E

[
∑

u∈α

Xu

]

≤ E [6 · Y + 12 · �] ≤ 18 · �.

�	
Remark 1 As observed by Golab, Higham, and Woelfel [12],
replacing atomic objects with linearizable implementations
can increase the power of the strong adversary and thus might
increase the expected complexity of a randomized algorithm.
For example, if a non-atomic but linearizable operation o
overlaps with a coin flip made by another process, then the
adversary might schedule other events in such a way that the
linearization point of o occurs either before the coin flip or
after it, depending on the outcome of the coin flip. In general,
under certain circumstances the adversary can use the result
of a coin flip to determine the linearization order of imple-
mented operations that overlap with that coin flip, but still
linearize these operations before the coin flip. On the other
hand, if these operations are atomic, then their order can only
depend on the coin flip outcome if they happen after the coin
flip.

However, in the case of our algorithm, we can safely
replace atomic CAS operations with linearizable ones: The
proof of Lemma 2 states that in any scheduling in which

1 Note that some of the terms in the sum may become negative, if
Xu < 2. This is not a problem, because Y is only a lower bound on the
number of promotion lotteries.

p executes at least c · � + d(n) RMRs (for an appropriate
constant c and some function d), then p has to participate
in at least �(d(n)) promotion lotteries. This argument relies
on the statement that during the time interval T defined in
Claim 14, process p participates in at least one promotion
lottery.

Consider the point in time t , when some process q whose
local variable v has value u makes a random choice in line 47.
By definition, p participates in a promotion lottery at time t if
and only if u.apply[k] = p at that point for some 0 ≤ k < �.
Thus, an adversary can only gain an advantage if it manages
to decide after the coin flip has happened (and depending on
the outcome of that coin flip), whether u.apply[k] = p at the
point of the coin flip. The only way to potentially achieve this
is by letting an implemented CAS operation, which affects
whether u.apply[k] = p, overlap with point t .

But recall that u.apply[k] = p throughout the time interval
T ′ considered in the proof of Claim 14. In fact, throughout T ′
no process executes a CAS operation that could potentially
change u.apply[k] to a value different from p. Therefore, even
if CAS operations are implemented and not atomic, p will
participate in any promotion lottery that happens at node u
during the interval T ′. As a consequence, nothing changes
in the analysis, if atomic CAS operations are replaced by
linearizable implementations.

4.5 Starvation freedom

It remains to prove that the algorithm is starvation free. We
first prove that no process can starve in the promotion queue.

Claim 15 If r is a process in promQ, then r does not starve.

Proof Suppose some process r ′ executes line 54. Let rk be
the k-th process in promQ, at that point. We prove the follow-
ing by induction on k:

(a) rk will be removed from promQ, and
(b) rk will finish its entry-section.

The claim then follows: When some process q adds r = rk

to promQ, then q later executes line 54 (at a point when r
is still in promQ), and so by (b) rk finishes its entry-section.
By Claim 11, no process starves in the exit-section. Thus, it
remains to show (a) and (b).

If k = 1, then process r ′ will remove rk from promQ

when it executes line 60 and then signal rk by writing true
to notified[rk] (line 62). From the semantics of line 50, rk

has been promoted before it was enqueued in promQ. Thus,
by Claim 12, rk’s execution will reach line 41 within a con-
stant number of its steps. Since r will be signaled by r ′, it
will eventually stop spinning in line 41 and thus finish its
entry-section.
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16 D. Hendler, P. Woelfel

Now suppose k > 0. Note that r1 is the process in front of,
the queue when process r ′ executes line 54. By the induction
hypothesis, process r1 will be removed from promQ and later
enter its exit section. Thus, its execution will reach line 54,
but at that point in time, rk has moved up to the (k − 1)-th
position in the queue (because r1 was removed). The claim
now follows from the induction hypothesis. �	

Lemma 3 The algorithm RandomMutEx is starvation free.

Proof By Claim 11,Exitp() is even wait-free, so it suffices
to prove that no process starves while executing Entryp().
By Claim 8 and the semantics of the inner and outer entry
loop, each process performs only a bounded number of itera-
tions of the inner and outer entry loops. Therefore, it suffices
to prove that no process spins indefinitely in one of the await-
operations, if all other processes get to take enough steps.
(Note that this also implies that no process remains indef-
initely in the critical section of v.MX for a node v, and so
starvation-freedom follows from starvation-freedom of that
object).

First consider a process p that spins in line 41. Clearly, p
must previously have been promoted, by some, process p′.
The only way p′ can promote p is by successfully execut-
ing the CAS operation in line 50 for q = p. But that means
that p′ then adds p to promQ at line 51, and so later, when
p′ executes line 53, p ∈ promQ. By Claim 15, p does not
starve.

Now assume that some process spins forever at line 31
or line 36. We say that the process starves at node u, if it
is registered at node u while spinning indefinitely. Suppose
process p starves at some node u, but no process starves at
a node u′ �= u that is on the path from u to the root (clearly,
if some process starves, then u and p exist). Each time p
reads u.lock, and u.lock has changed since p’s previous read,
p incurs an RMR. Due to the upper bound on the worst-case
RMR complexity of the algorithm (Lemma 1), it follows that
u.lock will eventually stop changing. By the assumption that
p starves at node u, u.lock = q �= ⊥ when it stops chang-
ing (because otherwise p would stop spinning when it reads
u.lock the next time). But if q does not release the lock of u,
then it must be starving itself, or else it would eventually start
its exit-section and by Claim 3 (c), it would release u.lock.
From Claim 1 we conclude that q starves at a node u′ �= u
that is on the path from u to the root—a contradiction. �	

From Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, and � = O(log N/ log log N )

we immediately obtain the following result.

Corollary 3 Algorithm RandomMutEx is a starvation-free
mutual exclusion algorithm, where one run of the algorithm
on the CC model incurs at most O(log N ) RMRs and an
expected number of O(log N/ log log N ) RMRs.

5 Modifications for the DSM model

We now describe how to modify our algorithm for the DSM
model, so that it achieves the same RMR complexity as the
algorithm for the CC model. In the DSM model, processes
that try to capture a node-lock cannot busy-wait on the lock
without incurring an unbounded number of RMRs. Instead,
we must ensure that they spin on local variables. We therefore
need a mechanism that allows a process releasing a node-lock
to notify all processes waiting for that lock to be released.

Such a mechanism can be implemented with primitives
which we call wait-signal objects (short: WS objects). A WS
object Wp is owned by a unique process p, as indicated by
the subscript. It provides two methods, Wait(), which can
only be called by a process r �= p, and Signal(), which
can only be called by process p. Each process is allowed
to call one of these methods at most once, and the methods
take no arguments or return values. The semantics, progress
condition, and RMR complexity are as follows:

(S) If r calls Wait(), then that method call does not termi-
nate before p has called Signal().

(P) Signal() is wait-free, and in any execution where pro-
cess p calls Signal(), all Wait() calls terminate as
long as all processes get to take sufficiently many steps.

(R) Each function call Wait() or Signal() incurs at
most O(1) RMRs.

5.1 Using wait-signal objects to accommodate
the DSM algorithm

We postpone a description of an implementation of WS
objects, and first show how the algorithm presented in
Section 3 can be modified to achieve the desired expected
and worst-case RMR complexity in the DSM model. In the
algorithm for the CC model, presented in Figs. 1–3, a process
p can busy-wait only in lines 31, 36, and 41. In our analysis
for the CC-model, the worst- and expected RMR complexity
is only based on the total number of iterations of the inner
entry loop, see Claim 10. Moreover, if we use for exam-
ple Yang and Anderson’s [19] mutual exclusion algorithm to
implement the object u.MX, then the RMR complexity of the
operations on that object are asymptotically the same in the
CC and the DSM model. Hence, these await()-operations
are the only operations that can cause the algorithm to incur
a higher asymptotic RMR cost in the DSM model than in the
CC model.

We can allocate each register notified[p] to p’s local mem-
ory segment. This way, line 41 incurs no RMRs in the DSM
model.

We now show how to deal with lines 31 and 36. When
process p tries to lock node v, then instead of trying to swap
its own ID into v.lock, it creates a new WS object Wp, and
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Fig. 4 Implementation of the
wait-signal object

tries to swap a pointer ptr pointing to that object into v.lock.
Suppose it succeeds, so it owns the lock v.lock. If process r
later on fails to capture v.lock, because the lock is still owned
by process p, then r obtains the pointer ptr to Wp. Thus,
r can call Wp.Wait() in order to wait until the lock has
been released. On the other hand, after releasing the lock of
node v, process p simply calls Wp.Signal() in order to
notify all processes that the lock has been released.

The implementations of the entry- and exit-sections for
the DSM model can be found in Figs. 5 and 6 at the end of
this section. Note that in this implementation we assume that
a garbage collector takes care of freeing up the memory for
unreferenced WS objects.2

One additional noteworthy detail is that in order to hand
the root-lock over from process p to process q, now p has to
create a new WS object Wq and swap a pointer to that object
into root.lock (see line 79).

Mutual exclusion follows with the same arguments as for
the CC model. Also the analysis of the RMR-complexity
is essentially the same. Starvation freedom follows immedi-
ately from (P) and (S) and using the same arguments provided
for the CC model algorithm.

5.2 Implementation of wait-signal objects

A WS object Wp owned by process p stores an array
sleep[0 . . . N − 1] of CAS objects that store values in {0, 1}.
2 For systems where garbage collection is not supported, it is not dif-
ficult to extend our algorithm so that each process that creates a Wait-
Signal object also takes care of freeing the object’s memory once it is not
referenced anymore. However, as we are mainly concerned here with
the time and not space the complexity of randomized mutual exclusion,
a detailed description of such a mechanism is beyond the scope of this
paper.

Initially, sleep[i] = 0 for all 0 ≤ i < N . Moreover, we
use a shared array spin[0 . . . N − 1], where register spin[i]
is located in process i’s memory. Each array entry stores a
characteristics vector χS of a set S ⊆ {0, . . . , N − 1} (i.e.,
χS = (x0, . . . , xN−1) ∈ {0, 1}N such that xi = 1 if and only
if i ∈ S).

For the rest of this description, all method calls Wait()
and Signal() are for an object Wp owned by process p.
The idea is that in a call to Wait() by process q, q “noti-
fies” p that it is waiting by swapping the value of sleep[q]
from 0 to 1 using a CAS-operation. If that succeeds, q can
start to wait for spin[q] to change. On the other hand, when
p calls Signal(), it also tries to swap all values sleep[q]
from 0 to 1. This way, it determines a set S of processes that
successfully swapped their sleep-array entries. Each process
not in S that still tries to swap its sleep-array entry from 0
to 1 will fail to do so, and thus know that the Signal() call
has already been invoked. Once p has collected the set S of
processes that are now waiting, it has to notify all processes
r ∈ S by changing their spin[r ]-values. Since this may cause
too many RMRs if S is large, p only notifies one arbitrary
process r ∈ S, by writing χS into spin[r ], and then r notifies
another process in S and so on.

The code of an implementation can be found in Fig. 4.
Here is a detailed description of this implementation.

Wait. In order to wait on the WS object, process q first
resets spin[q] to the value χ∅ (line 10). In line 11 it then tries
to swap the value of sleep[q] from 0 to 1. If that fails, process
p has already called Signal(), and so q is done. Other-
wise, q starts spinning on spin[q] until that value changes
to χS for some set S �= ∅ (line 12). The set S′ = S − {q},
determined in lines 13–14 is a set of processes that still need
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Fig. 5 The entry section for the
DSM model

Fig. 6 The exit section for the
DSM model

to be “signaled”. Hence, if S′ �= ∅, q picks an arbitrary
process r ∈ S′, and signals it by writing χS′ to spin[r ] (lines
15–16).

Signal. In a call to Signalp, process p tries to swap the
value of each array entry sleep[r ] from 0 to 1, and if that suc-

ceeds adds r to an initially empty set S (lines 19–24). Finally,
it picks an arbitrary process r ∈ S′, and signals it by writing
χS to spin[r ] (lines 25–26).

Lemma 4 The implementation of WS objects in Fig. 4 sat-
isfies properties (S), (P), and (R).
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Proof We first prove property (S). Suppose process q calls
Wait(). If the CAS-operation in line 11 fails, then p has
obviously already called Signal(). Hence, suppose that
CAS-operation succeeds. Then due to the semantics of line
12, q can only finish its Wait() call, if some other process
writes to spin[q]. By a simple inductive argument, the first
process q ′ to write to some register spin[i], 0 ≤ i < N , is p.
Hence, q can only finish its method call, after p has called
Signal().

Next we prove property (P). Wait-freeness of Signal()
follows immediately from the code. Now consider an execu-
tion E in which p callsSignal() and in which each process
gets to take sufficiently many of steps. Since Signal() is
wait-free, it finishes during E . Clearly, if process r ’s CAS-
operation in line 11 succeeds then and only then process p’s
CAS-operation in line 21 on sleep[r ] fails. Hence, once p
finishes line 24, its local variable S represents exactly the set
of processes who call Wait() during E and whose CAS-
operation in line 11 succeeds. From the semantics of the
if-statement in that line, all other processes that call Wait()
during E finish that function call. Hence, consider the pro-
cesses in S. Again from the semantics of the if-statement in
line 11, each process in S executes line 12. Since exactly the
processes in S busy-wait in line 11 and since p will eventu-
ally change spin[r ] to χS for some r ∈ S, it is obvious that
all processes in S will eventually stop busy-waiting.

Finally, we prove property (R). Method Wait() has
RMR-complexity O(1) since a calling process q only spins
on the register spin[q], which is local to q, and everything else
requires only a constant number of steps. For Signal() it
suffices to note that all memory registers in the for-loop are
local to p. �	

Conclusion

We presented the first randomized mutual exclusion algo-
rithm that achieves a better expected RMR complexity than
what can be achieved in the worst case. While the speed-
up is only a modest O(log log n) factor, this result shows
that randomization can help in principle, even against the
strong adversary. It is an important open question, whether
this upper bound can be further improved. However, it seems
unlikely that an improvement can be achieved by a stan-
dard arbitration tree based approach: For such algorithms, it
seems, the expected RMR cost is at least roughly the maxi-
mum of the branching factor and the depth of the tree, and that
maximum is at least �(log n/ log log n). We therefore con-
jecture that at least for the strong adversary an expected RMR
cost of O(log n/ log log n) is optimal. However, in order to
find more efficient mutual exclusion algorithms, one can
also consider weaker adversary models, as e.g., the oblivious

adversary which cannot base its scheduling on the outcome
of coin flips.
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